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Our Ref:H/28695/TC/BP 
11 September 2013 
 
Dear Katie 
 
Milnrow: Former Council Offices – Tower Clock 
 
Further to my recent inspection of the above clock I have pleasure in giving 
below my report and recommendations, together with on the attached sheet 
various quotations for your consideration. 
 
The clock, which was manufactured by our Leeds based company, William Potts 
and Sons, is a traditional pendulum action mechanism driving up and out to 4 x 
5’0” diameter glazed cast iron skeleton dials.  It also strikes the hours on a large 
bell but at this moment in time I am assuming that there is no requirement to 
make this operational, due to the noise it would create in what is now a 
residential area. 
 
At some point in the past the entire area in the clock room and above must have 
infested by pigeons and whilst this has now been generally cleared all the 
working parts of the clock are covered in the remnants of the debris and all the 
wheels etc; have virtually entirely seized up. 
 
I must also report that several dial sections are badly broken and some have 
patched up using solid boarding rather than opal acrylic. 
 
If we restore this clock to working order in its current form it will require regularly 
winding, regulating and twice a year it will require to be altered for BST/GMT 
changes. 
 
My recommendation therefore is that not the most cost effective solution and the 
solution that will leave you with a fully automatic clock, requiring no local 
intervention, would be to set all of the existing equipment to one side and fit a 
new synchronous movement behind each clock dial, driving out to new 
externally balanced hands.  This is the subject of quotation #1 attached. 
 
You then need to decide whether or not the damaged glass sections need 
replacing, which I would recommend given that some of the holes are quite 
large and I would also, at the same time, remove the solid patching and fit new 
opal acrylic in its place. 
 
Please note that this would not represent a full and thorough restoration of the 
clock dials as that would represent an extremely expensive option.  If you wish 
to consider that option I could prepare a quotation for you for the full restoration 
programme. 
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Continued 
 
 
 
 
In summary therefore, the two quotations I have submitted are relevant to – 
firstly making the clock operation and totally automatic and secondly ensuring 
that the dial glazing is complete relevant to each section, preventing the ingress 
of bad weather into the clock room. 
 
I would also recommend that if you decide to proceed with any or all of this work 
that the clock be subsequently placed under the care of our annual maintenance 
service, the details of which are also attached. 
 
On this basis I have pleasure in giving on the attached sheet my quotations for 
your consideration but please do not hesitate to contact me should you require 
further clarification of any of the points raised. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 
 
TONY CHARLESWORTH 
Technical Sales Engineer 
 
Tel: 01332 345569 ext 219 
Mob: 07800 689428 
Email: tony.charlesworth@smithofderby.com 
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Quotations 

 
 

1. To attend on site to take all necessary details and in our workshop to 
manufacture the following goods:- 

 
§ 4 off self-start synchronous movements, type T200 – with the 

appropriate tube lengths 
 

§ All necessary mounting bracket work to mount these 
movements into place 

 
§ 4 new pairs of black H101 hands, at the appropriate size 

 
§ An Auto Restart Electronic Control Unit, type SA15/8, to render 

the clock system completely automatic for BSAT/GMT changes 
and automatic time correction in the event of all normal power 
failures 

 
 To return to site, to remove the existing hands; to withdraw the dial 

motion work wheels and set all this equipment to one site – to become 
redundant.   To fit the new equipment in place.  To re-glaze the dial 
sections removed to gain access to the hands.  To set up and leave all 
in good order 

 
 Would cost £6,264  (Six Thousand, Two Hundred and Sixty Four 

Pounds) net excluding  VAT 
 
 

2. To attend on site to take details of all badly damaged dial sections and 
the dial sections currently patched with solid material (but not those with 
minor cracks in them) 

 
 In our workshop to manufacture new dial sections using 050 opal acrylic 
 
 To return to site to break all the damaged dial sections, as defined 

above and fit the new ones in place, securely held by means of external 
quality silicon sealant.  Set up and leave all 4 clock dials sealed, 
preventing the ingress of inclement weather, this to also include sealing 
around the outer edges of the dials to prevent the ingress of inclement 
weather.  Set up and leave in good order 

 
 Would cost an additional £1,842  (One Thousand, Eight Hundred and 

Forty Two Pounds)  net excluding VAT – if carried out in 
conjunction with quotation #1 

 
 
 
Continued 
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Points to Note:- 
 
 

¿ These quotations are submitted subject to our standard Terms and 
Conditions attached and will remain valid until 31 October 2013 

 
¿ It would be my recommendation that the electrics be checked as we will 

require the provision of an incoming electrical supply relevant to the new 
equipment to be installed – the cost of this is not allowed for within our 
quotation 

 
¿ Please also be aware that the first ladder from ground level is fixed to a 

platform and the wooden support is in a very poor condition.  I would 
recommend that this be checked and repaired prior to any work being 
carried out 
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Annual Service Agreement 
 
To make one visit each year to inspect, clean, adjust and lubricate all normally 
accessible parts of the clock system and associated equipment.  Where appropriate 
time side motors are changed automatically at no additional cost.  
 
Would cost £179  (One Hundred and Seventy Nine Pounds)  net plus VAT – payable 
following our service visit 
 
Also after notification of a breakdown or stoppage to attend as soon as possible to 
correct the fault, but to exclude faults caused by normal wear and tear, misuse, neglect, 
failure of power supply, vandalism or other circumstances beyond our control, and the 
provision and fitting of new parts other than those mentioned above.  A call-out charge 
may apply to this visit to cover engineer’s time on site and travelling costs. 
 
 
Please note that this quotation is offered subject to our standard Terms and 
Conditions enclosed. 

 

♦ The above quotation is submitted on the understanding that our clockmakers 
are able to gain safe access to the clock system during normal working hours, 
the provision of special access equipment above two metres is excluded 

 

♦ No official form of contract is exchanged and this quotation together with your 
letter of acceptance is considered sufficiently binding 

 

♦ Our offer to service the clock system is on the understanding that it is in 
reasonable working order.  If it is found on our first service visit that additional 
repair work is required over and above the routine servicing, we will report 
back to you immediately with details of the extra work required and their likely 
costs 

 

♦ This agreement can be terminated by either party giving one months notice 
 
Listed below are some of the key services that are offered within the terms of our 
service agreement. 
 

• A guaranteed pre-planned visit once a year to carry out a full service by highly 
qualified professional engineers. 

  

• All electrical equipment and clock wiring is checked. 
 

• Telephone support via our regional service offices is freely available between 8am 
and 4.30pn Monday to Friday. 

 

• We offer the benefit of the local engineers together with national support from 
engineers based at our various regional offices. 

 

• We carry out free inspections following which no obligation reports and quotations 
are given for peripheral activities such as dial restorations/overhaul/electrification 
of mechanical clocks and upgrade of clocks to modern operating methods. 

 

• All of our employees who visit your site are fully insured to cover personal, public 
and product liability. They are also CRB checked. 


